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dfrieze: @trescolumnae so much of our learning
happens in gift economy -- we just don't "count" it,
so is too often forgotten #wowochat
1 day ago

@aerindunford
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hackofalltrades: I'm guessing most #wowochat
folks will have seen @SirKenRobinson's 'Changing
#Education Paradigms' talk?
youtu.be/zDZFcDGpL4U
2 days ago
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Aug 17, 2012 at 6:16pm UTC
aerindunford: Interesting reflections on #learning from
@michellehollida @ thrivability camp 4 #wowochat +
@lexschroeder + @yeyoenoax bit.ly/Osj3dg
about 3 hours ago

aerindunford: Hey @Pamela_McLean here's link to #wowochat
room with all tweets on #education + #learning
#walkoutwalkon search.tweetreports.com/q/topic/%23wow…
#wowochat
about 4 hours ago

lexschroeder: RT @aerindunford: For full re-cap of #wowochat
check this link out via tweetreport
search.tweetreports.com/q/topic/%23wow…. thanks to all who
participated! #walkoutwalkon
about 7 hours ago
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aerindunford: For full re-cap of #wowochat check this link out
via tweetreport search.tweetreports.com/q/topic/%23wow….
thanks to all who participated! #walkoutwalkon
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trescolumnae: #wowochat friends and others, I'm really
struggling after a "good" (or should I say "adequate") day in old
system wp.me/pJRHq-pv
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lexschroeder: @EllenLGreaves @Julia_Rappaport check out
#wowochat on education & learning... may be of interest to you!
hosted by @dfrieze @aerindunford
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dosticen: Having just discovered it, I like the points made in
#wowochat - also see here on Walk Out Walk bit.ly/O862LE h/t
@hackofalltrades
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tonyhall: @MKJaffer hi, your retweets of #wowochat, which I am
now looking at in my email 'stream', got me reflecting on the
that process - thanks.
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stardiverr: @chadsansing Rats. I missed this. Love Walk OUt,
Walk On. #wowochat
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HeidiSiwak: "You can't be Robin Hood AND Sheriff Nottingham"
... or can you? guardian.co.uk/world/2012/aug… #wowochat
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hackofalltrades: @trescolumnae @happyseaurchin Awesome!
Good luck! #wowochat
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happyseaurchin: @dfrieze thanks :) be well! #wowochat
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trescolumnae: @hackofalltrades @happyseaurchin I'll keep you
posted. Not sure what / how / when, but increasingly sure THAT
it will happen #wowochat
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40
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1

0
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Aug 17, 2012 at 12:00am UTC
hackofalltrades: @Pamela_McLean No worries! It was yesterday
+ was good, but there'll be more... @aerindunford's archiving
the whole thing as well. #wowochat
about 23 hours ago

1 day ago

1 day ago

trescolumnae: @happyseaurchin @yeyoenoax What a powerful
image: in the wilderness, surrounded by people. Great place to
be! #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @yeyoenoax did that, and i ended up in the
wilderness, surrounded by people! #wowochat
1 day ago
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hackofalltrades: @dfrieze @aerindunford Big thanks to both of
you for hosting! I've really enjoyed the new links/chats of the last
few hours! :-) #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @dfrieze Thank you, and thank you
@aerindunford as well, for inspiring this. So grateful to meet
everyone here, too #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: Thanks to #walkoutwalkon for the call, will keep an
eye for the next one! #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: Thanks to everybody! I continue to meet ppl
interested in #walkoutwalkon and #education appearing. write
2 me with further ideas! #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @trescolumnae @happyseaurchin Keen to hear
how it goes! #emptyspaces #wowochat
1 day ago

Aug 16, 2012 at 12:00am UTC
trescolumnae: @hackofalltrades @happyseaurchin Good point!
I've been following @EmLeaders with some interest re
#emptyspaces #wowochat
1 day ago

dfrieze: Deep bow of gratitude to all who have participated. Thx
for your insight & contribution. Will post highlights bit.ly/O862LE
#wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @aerindunford Of course, wikipedia becomes a
more amazing #p2p learning resource everyday...+ a good 1 to
highlight alt potential! #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: wanted to share what @monk51295 is up to: an
app to facilitate chaos as we redefine public ed bit.ly/NGvW43
#wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @aerindunford Pretty much everything fr/
@SirKenRobinson is relevant to #wowochat on #education:
bit.ly/73yI66
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: to share a classic one:
spinninglobe.net/spinninglobe_h… this is a good review of the
early times! #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @yeyoenoax Thank you! What a great resource skimmed now, will read in detail later on #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @trescolumnae @happyseaurchin Space is all
around us :-)... there's an emergent #emptyspaces movement
+ various quasilegal routes #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @hackofalltrades @aerindunford @william_dejean
Great point! The first leap of faith (or small step of faith) is the
hardest. #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: seems like it's already happening,but in last 10
min if you have resources 2 share, pls do! I'll make list on
bit.ly/O862LE #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @happyseaurchin Yes - I think so. We can
probably find the 15-20 families. Finding the space and startup
$$ - harder. #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @aerindunford @william_dejean I find there's a
'leap of faith' re: fears... and as 1 is proved unfounded, it throws
others into Q! #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: RT @yeyoenoax:
@happyseaurchin@trescolumnae I´ll say start where you are
and follow it where it takes you! #wowochat

1 day ago

yeyoenoax: @happyseaurchin@trescolumnae I´ll say start where
you are and follow it where it takes you! #wowochat
1 day ago

annerein: RT @aerindunford: #A3 I'm interested in how we deal
with loneliness as we #walkoutandwalkon #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @trescolumnae that's a big ask... if we had a
virtual community of 1,000 people i think that might be
doable... what do you think? #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @happyseaurchin Glad it was helpful - someone
had shared it in my Google+ stream, and it seemed very
relevant #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: @hackofalltrades #A3 yes, and the question
@william_dejean asked: How do you integrate your fears as you
step into the unknown? #wowochat
1 day ago

dloitz: #wowochat over heard eating tacos. do adults need to go
to space camp... Or have tune ups on basic knowledge starting
after first grade
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @aerindunford A3 - Yes, loneliness is pervasive in
the process, isn't it? Speaks to importance of finding/building
community #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: someone posted this link earlier
michaelhyatt.com/seth-godin-on-… just finished watching... we
experience a similar thing here in our #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @yeyoenoax @dfrieze So much to learn from my
friends at schoolatblairgrocery.blogspot.com about that - they're
actually doing this now #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: #A3 I'm interested in how we deal with loneliness
as we #walkoutandwalkon #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @aerindunford @dfrieze ...but held back by
various fears, uncertainties... I'm sure there will be an audience
for it! #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: @trescolimnae about standarized education&factory
edu. heartly recomend swaraj.org/shikshantar/mc… #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @dfrieze @aerindunford #A3 Yeah, I've spent
the last few years discovering how much of NGO world is on the
verge of walking on... #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @happyseaurchin If I can find 15-20 families
dissatisfied (enough to walk out) w education in my local area,
yes. #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: @hackofalltrades #A3 sure, I like idea of bringing
NGOs to convo, particularly as a way of inviting them into ?s of
#walkoutwalkon #wowochat
1 day ago

annerein: MT @aerindunford @dfrieze @lexschroeder Living in 2
worlds at once (gift/money economy) is art #walkoutwalkon s
must learn #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: #a3 is there someone doing something now
that requires the collective flocking to assist directly with a
palpable result? #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: @dfrieze I'd love to explore how we support each
other in feeding ourselves healthy, & strenght d conexion ruralurban as we doit? #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @trescolumnae @dfrieze I'm also interested in
cash/gift economies questions... #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: Just found this piece by Seth Godin, more directly
about factory-model education & walking out
youtube.com/watch?v=Ea5Igy… #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @dfrieze Yes, definitely the economy intersection of money and gift economies #wowochat
1 day ago

monk51295: RT @dfrieze: @trescolumnae so much of our
learning happens in gift economy -- we just don't "count" it, so
is too often forgotten #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @dfrieze I'd be keen to connect
#walkoutwalkon to the non-profit/NGO world in a future
#wowochat... anyone else?
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: children grow up in a world where things are
shared with them for free... buying things is "unnatural"...
education can be natural #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: @complexified thanks for joining us at #wowochat
this afternoon and helping with #tech guidance! we'll be in
touch soon
1 day ago

dfrieze: 30 min left, last Q: What other #walkoutwalkon themes
would you like to explore thru #wowochat? (sounds like
economy is one) #wowochat
1 day ago

dfrieze: RT @aerindunford: practicing living in 2 worlds
simultaneously (gift/money economy, etc) is an art
#walkoutwalkon s must learn #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: @yeyoenoax and learning to receive is a challenge
4 many as well. #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @yeyoenoax Indeed! I think de-linking those
associations is a key part of encouraging gift economies!
#wowochat
1 day ago

complexified: Bye for now. Thanks to all for great connections
and exchanges. #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: hoping to introduce a few financial protocols to
haringey adult education, will report if we get scalable finance
for education #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @yeyoenoax Yes - "charity" is also a power
dynamic, and over time it builds (by design?) culture of
dependency. Opposite of giving #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @aerindunford Yes - living in two worlds, in
general, is a key art for #walkoutwalkon 's, isn't it? #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: RT @hackofalltrades: I think theres Western
shame linked w/ #gifteconomy, as linked w/hand outs... which is
clearly shite. #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: Yes! charity is clearly shite, it eliminate solidarity
from the equation that is the true gift! to walk in the shoes of d
other! #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: i believe that practicing living in 2 worlds
simultaneously (gift/money economy, etc) is an art
#walkoutwalkon 's must learn well #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @yeyoenoax Yes - and I guess that's the hard
part for a lot of us who grew up in the old economy & paradigm,
where give>receive #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: anyway, i don't want to harper on about
economics too much, it is just my current obsession
@ecosquared... #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @trescolumnae @yeyoenoax I think there's
Western shame linked w/ #gifteconomy, as linked w/'hand
outs'... which is clearly shite. #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: RT @dfrieze: @trescolumnae so much of our
learning happens in gift economy -- we just don't "count" it, so
is too often forgotten #wowochat
1 day ago

dloitz: @dfrieze @trescolumnae the act teaching, learning, and
doing with a mindful heart is a gift to society. #wowochat
1 day ago

complexified: @happyseaurchin perhaps $ is not only, or even
best measure of successful transformation. #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @yeyoenoax agreed whole-heartedly! happy to
share, commons, open-source, etc... i am interested in transition
from current state #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: @trescolumnae but for transit between them we
must let go expectations and be open to received as much as
we r open to give #wowochat
1 day ago

dloitz: RT @dfrieze: @trescolumnae so much of our learning
happens in gift economy -- we just don't "count" it, so is too
often forgotten #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: RT @dfrieze: @trescolumnae so much of our
learning happens in gift economy -- we just don't "count" it, so
is too often forgotten #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @dloitz @complexified @hackofalltrades
@goodIDEAfolks True - have been amazed by the number of
people I talk to who are eager #wowochat
1 day ago

dfrieze: @trescolumnae so much of our learning happens in gift
economy -- we just don't "count" it, so is too often forgotten
#wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @complexified i'd like our learning here (maybe
shift from flocking to migrating) to attract moneyflow to be
sustainable beyond us #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @hackofalltrades @yeyoenoax Yes! Somewhere
recently I read: participate minimally in trad economy, mostly in
gift economy #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: @hackofalltrades to mix boths and to learn to coproduce what we need with pears and friends in horizontal
relations #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @dloitz Thought I might see you here - glad you
could make it! #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @yeyoenoax Agreed... it's a level of walking out,
I believe... at least learning to mix trad economy w/ gift
economy #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @dloitz All good! Welcome! #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: So, instead of search for money flow, my inquiry is
around how can we reduce d dependancy of money for our
exchanges/transaction? #wowochat
1 day ago

dloitz: #wowochat sorry I am so late.
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @aerindunford @hackofalltrades @holden_jen
Good point! Yes, the road IS made by walking - one step at a
time, it seems #wowochat
1 day ago

complexified: @happyseaurchin while i need some more money,
i do not understand your point/reason for moneyflow in
#wowochat. Explain?
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: @happyseaurchin education is a subsystem of
capitalism and schoolling is the great engine that drives us into
it! #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: so, is there a way for us to self-organise
ourselves around eg #wowo which has moneyflow? i suspect
there is, but i don't know... #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @dfrieze There seems to be a lot of #Oaxaca
#walkoutwalkon's... I'm here in significant part because of the
book :-) #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: tried to transpose what i learned in formal
education with teenagers to adult world... failed - adults think
"organisationally" #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: walking out for me is taking a step, looking around
and waiting for next elegant, minumum next step to appear b4
me (or bhind me) #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: #wowochat Have y'all seen this piece with Seth
Godin on leadership and the gift economy?
michaelhyatt.com/seth-godin-on-…
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @complexified reL #how... I think Twitter is a
good start... we are making it happen as we speak... more of
this, I think? #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @complexified education is a subsystem of our
political-economic dynamic... all i am suggesting is we get
moneyflow during our #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @dfrieze Yes! I think the gift economy is
absolutely related to this - walking out from the capital-based
economy, too #wowochat
1 day ago

complexified: @holden_jen @dfrieze @trescolumnae just saw Jen
is in Duncan. I've been there. Beautiful place when/if US goes
over the edge :-) #wowochat
1 day ago

dfrieze: hmm... do I hear a MeetUp in Oaxaca in the future?
#wowochat
1 day ago

holden_jen: @hackofalltrades and not being afraid to take a step
back when new knowledge is presented by Discerning light and
dark in the grey #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: @hackofalltrades @holden_jen @trescolumnae
always reminded of this: "wanderer, there is no road, the road is
made by walking it" #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @dfrieze @aerindunford @yeyoenoax Good to
know! :) #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @dfrieze *meta note* humour helps us learn ;-)
#wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: @dfrieze yes, but help in the vegtable garden and
dish-washing is required! jeje #wowochat
1 day ago

complexified: @hackofalltrades @trescolumnae on how.. How
can we find the others who are right now working on these
issues in edu & learning? #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: RT @dfrieze: @trescolumnae (rumor has it
@aerindunford and @yeyoenoax provide excellent housing and
food for walk outs) #wowochat
1 day ago

holden_jen: @dfrieze @trescolumnae agree, empowering ppl to
discover/share their gifts is integral to enabling walking out and
into gift econ.#wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @holden_jen @trescolumnae @aerindunford
There are so many grey areas to #walkoutwalkon...I think it's
always a matter of steps :-) #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: @hackofalltrades How do we embrace learning
without expectations of success or rewards? #wowochat
1 day ago

dfrieze: @trescolumnae (rumor has it @aerindunford and
@yeyoenoax provide excellent housing and food for walk outs)
#wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @aerindunford @yeyoenoax Right! Housing and
food are still needed - that's where I'm stuck #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @tobyblume Thanks for dropping by Toby!
#wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @trescolumnae @complexified Maybe we need
a new 'how' question? Any thoughts? #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: @aerindunford@trescolumnae yes, but slowly yet
firmly one can begin to step into new economic-non-monetary
relations with d others #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: RT @yeyoenoax: Illich use to say that learning
is the joyful activity of free people. [and despite what we do,
children are free:] #wowochat
1 day ago

dfrieze: @trescolumnae the "how" question raises another
theme we might explore: relationship between walking out and
gift economy #wowochat
1 day ago

complexified: @happyseaurchin perpetuates... What?
#wowochat
1 day ago

holden_jen: @trescolumnae @aerindunford same boat-but must
question dichotomy of inside/outside. Can one walkout and leave
the system fully? #wowochat
1 day ago

tobyblume: Enjoyed dipping in to #wowochat but bed beckons.
Have a nice day America :)
1 day ago

HeidiSiwak: I've been an observer this afternoon as I
contemplate my place in the conversation. Thanks for starting
this chat. #wowochat

1 day ago

aerindunford: @trescolumnae @yeyoenoax yes, but we still have
some $$$ needs (like the rent, dear) that we need to figure out.
#wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @tobyblume I think that compulsion is a key
feature of #walkoutwalk... I'm really keen to see where it takes
you! #wowochat
1 day ago

tobyblume: @hackofalltrades @yeyoenoax absolutely.
Community it's learning networks increasingly removed from
formal education. #wowochat
1 day ago

HeidiSiwak: RT @dfrieze: ...and experimenting with letting them
go. then seeing them arise again. then letting them go.
#wowochat
1 day ago

tobyblume: @aerindunford great. Will take a look. Only early
days for me, so can't say yet...but am optimistic about
possibility :) #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @complexified Yes - seems like a consensus (or
several) emerging around the "what," so changing focus to the
"how" #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @complexified my basic needs are met by
government now, and were while i was paid to be a teacher...
hence the system perpetuates #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @yeyoenoax Good point. Have slowly been
reducing those "needs" too. #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: and learning how to get them out of your life is a
good starting point to walkon to something new and meaningful
#wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @tobyblume @yeyoenoax I was thinking about
Jerry Stein as well... likely just as applicable separated fr/ trad
ed? #wowochat
1 day ago

dfrieze: @complexified agree - walking out of limiting beliefs,
expectations, norms, attachments. & being gentle with oneself
bc it's hard! #wowochat
1 day ago

tobyblume: @hackofalltrades opportunities...or necessity? Felt
compelled as unprepared to take traditional middle class
alternatives #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: @trescolumnae I belived that the moment we start
to walkout we discovered that we also carry a lot of false needs
than can be cut #wowochat
1 day ago

lexschroeder: RT @dfrieze: ...and experimenting with letting
them go. then seeing them arise again. then letting them go.
#wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: @tobyblume how was it for you to walk on to
formal #education? #wowochat
1 day ago

tobyblume: @yeyoenoax been v keen on Jerry Stein's
@lesrningdreams ideas. Like how it links community learning w
formal education. #wowochat
1 day ago

complexified: I'm noticing less focus now on learning & #edu.
Maybe more on process. What do others see? #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @aerindunford @yeyoenoax Agree - it's where I'm
stuck at the moment: can stay in system & keep livelihood, or
walk out & ??? #wowochat
1 day ago

tobyblume: @yeyoenoax that's v interesting. Have been mainly
focussed on that for last 15 years...only just turned to formal
education. #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: RT @yeyoenoax: I.Illich use to say that learning
is the joyful activity of free people. #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: @tobyblume fyi there was good conversation
about #education + community learning early on #wowochat.
i'll post on walkoutwalkon.net
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: I.Illich use to say that learning is the joyful activity of
free people. #wowochat
1 day ago

complexified: @dfrieze would walking out be not only awareness
of limiting beliefs, but diff tween expectation from them, &
actual xprnc? #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @tobyblume That's the challenge, as you've
clearly seen 'non-status-quo' possibilities in #freeschools, despite
restrictions... #wowochat
1 day ago

tobyblume: @hackofalltrades but, little homogeneity in
#FreeSchools so not sure sensible to lump together. Some v def
walkout others walk on. #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: @tobyblume can be the new status quo, but what if
we think about free learning instead? #wowochat
1 day ago

holden_jen: @aerindunford #walkoutwalkon of one
belief/institution will lead to walking out of much more, including
meaning of livelinhood #wowochat
1 day ago

tobyblume: @hackofalltrades hmmm, depends if you view
#FreeSchools as current system or new alternative. I think
they're the new status quo #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @aerindunford @yeyoenoax @happyseaurchin I
think '#walkoutwalkon into your personal economy' is a great
#wowochat theme, given challenges!
1 day ago

dfrieze: ...and experimenting with letting them go. then seeing
them arise again. then letting them go. #wowochat
1 day ago

dfrieze: Observing conversation and reflecting: walking out is a
constant practicing of naming and noticing our limiting beliefs...
#wowochat
1 day ago

holden_jen: @trescolumnae non-profit learning in Canada seeks
youth input in social media/communication with no intergenconnections #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: by dividing "learning" into disciplines with no
recognizing the connections between them #wowochat
1 day ago

marloft: Thx Mary Ann - just catching the last few minutes
#wowochat @MaryAnnReilly @pammoran @monk51295
@annleaness @catherinecronin @HeidiSiwak
1 day ago

complexified: @yeyoenoax @happyseaurchin yes... Walk outs
seem often aimed at exploring to meet their basic needs.
#wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: @yeyoenoax I think that ? of how to create
livelihood while engaging in process of #walkoutwalkon is a good
1 for #wowochat #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @tobyblume Interesting relationship in
#wowochat re: what is 'walking out and walking on'? UK
#freeschools raise interesting 'inbetween'...
1 day ago

tobyblume: @happyseaurchin but it's almost midnight in the UK
& brain slightly soggy. V keen on links btwn education &
community learning #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: @hackofalltrades exacto! Social "Science" is the best
example of great damage done to knowldge around human
issues! #wowochat
1 day ago

complexified: RT @yeyoenoax: ...but inspirations seeks for
adapting and transforming what seams usefull to what you need
here and now! #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: @complexified @happyseaurchin or even how do
you spend time exploring the new and met your basic needs?
#wowochat
1 day ago

tobyblume: @happyseaurchin Great stuff. I recently threw
myself into setting up a new school
guardian.co.uk/education/2012… after 15 yrs running NFPs
#wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @yeyoenoax Think you nailed it! Also raises a
major problem of trad education: divisions,whether subjects or
global/local context. #wowochat
1 day ago

complexified: @happyseaurchin re financial stability: if your
basic needs are met, why can't you choose how to spend other
time? Can u explain? #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: ...but inspirations seeks for adapting and
transforming what seams usefull to what you need here and
now! #wowochat
1 day ago

complexified: Bak #wowochat prepped & started roasting
farmfresh organic tomatoes, zucchini, beets, peppers, onions. :-)
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: @aerindunford translocal is the way to approach
"global" with local actions that inspired others around the
earth... #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @holden_jen Excellent point! Are you in touch
with the folks at @ImaginingL ? They are all about youth voice in
this regard #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @tobyblume tag -- i'll bow out for a bit :) feel
free to go with the flow! i have been aiming for convergence & $
sustainability #wowochat
1 day ago

_lifewellspent: #wowochat my work fosters autonomy in
classroom; show students curriculum goals, systems of
accountability, identify stuff they want 2 build
1 day ago

aerindunford: @hackofalltrades @yeyoenoax where does the
idea of #translocal fit into this conversation?
walkoutwalkon.net/mexico/ #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: my experiences as a teacher playing around
with self-organisation can be found in this nonlinear book
lulu.com/shop/david-pin… #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @tobyblume You are of course welcome to do so

:-) #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: reflect and re-think our learning is crucial to open
space for emergence&innovation, but again, ego-trips are d
challenge infront #wowochat
1 day ago

tobyblume: @hackofalltrades taking a look at #wowochat looks
really interesting but don't know where to start...will have to lurk
this time ;)
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: RT @yeyoenoax: but again, to face "global"
challenges we need to pay atention to what can be served at
the local learnig needs #wowochat
1 day ago

tonyhall: RT @hackofalltrades: @yeyoenoax That was my
thinking as well, re: local+global education as complimentary...
#upcycling #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: @holden_jen speak the unknown and dive into it,
then reflect what you can learn from the adventure #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @tonyhall @hackofalltrades i'm producing
some verbiage for @ecoquared and images would be useful...
potential collaboration? #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @yeyoenoax That was my thinking as well, re:
'local+global education as complimentary'... #upcycling
#wowochat
1 day ago

holden_jen: youth cant be bound by adult conceptions of
education if they are asked to imagine what/how/where to learn.
speak the unknown #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: but again, to face "global" challenges we need to
pay atention to what can be served at the local learnig needs
#wowochat
1 day ago

_lifewellspent: #wowochat @dfrieze love the Zingerman's video,
offers model for classrooms; develop student autonomy,
transition from consumer to investor
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: observation4: tweetchat may benefit from
treating RT as +1, and seeing both present stream and
cumulative RT comments along side #wowochat
1 day ago

tonyhall: @hackofalltrades still uneasy about GoogleDocs maybe now is the time to learn! #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: #upcycling is for me a great example of how
solutions can be adapted to local needs and address more
worldwide problematics! #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @happyseaurchin @tonyhall Between who-andwho? #wowochat
1 day ago

tonyhall: RT @happyseaurchin: @hackofalltrades @tonyhall how
about images dubbed with phrases to be used as virtual
postcards? Yes. #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @tobyblume Nope,,,still going. 4-8pm EST,
should you feel like throwing anything in the mix :-) #wowochat
(though I know it's late for you!)
1 day ago

dfrieze: @holden_jen Hard but essential - so many of us carry
both hospice and pioneering work in our hearts #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @yeyoenoax It could, you're right... I was
thinking of the complimentary nature of say, understanding
climate change + #upcycling. #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @hackofalltrades @tonyhall how about images
dubbed with phrases to be used as virtual postcards?
#wowochat
1 day ago

chadsansing: thanks, #wowochat, for time well spent naming,
relating, imagining; off to family & dinner1 day ago

holden_jen: @dfrieze collab. between ppl engaged in hospice
work &pioneering work in non-profits is hard in a work climate
that separates ppl #wowochat
1 day ago

chadsansing: @happyseaurchin the attitude & openness to
solutions & possibilities needs to be widespread #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @hackofalltrades all simultaneous; the problem
with local is proximity can be very "loud"... true global requires
contemplation #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @tonyhall @happyseaurchin Are you both
interested in starting a GoogleDoc (or something) to toss around
ideas? #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: happy to be back in this rich dialogue! will try to
catch up! #wowochat
1 day ago

chadsansing: @hackofalltrades maybe not a dichotomy, but a
relationship; meeting individual needs helps individuals help
others #wowochat
1 day ago

yeyoenoax: @hackofalltrades however, trying to erase the localglobal aproach deny the colonialism enforced by mandatory
education. #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @chadsansing yes, scalable across wrt
education means deep moral and social practice backed up by a
financially viable means #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @chadsansing @happyseaurchin I think localglobal false dichotomy has been the problem. Parallels exists at
diff levels of systems #wowochat
1 day ago

chadsansing: @happyseaurchin i get it now; thank you; vital to
help kids in US schls develop sustainable, resilient solutions to
needs #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @aerindunford there's the rub! we selforganise, we flock, the trick is, can we actually migrate as a
whole flock? emerge-invite? #wowochat
1 day ago

tonyhall: @hackofalltrades interested in ideas of reflexive
practices in relation to Twitter/Flickr and other socme tools with
regular F2F #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @chadsansing Have meant to read _Wounded by
School_ and will add _A Tribe Apart_ to the list. Thanks!
#wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @holden_jen what kinds of new processes do
you have in mind? #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @chadsansing sorry, i mean we are all starting
to suffer from neglecting global environmental concerns
because of "local" ones #wowochat
1 day ago

holden_jen: dominant institutions are spaces where power can
be transformed through embracing radically new processes of
connecting knoweldge #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @complexified need financial stability to spend
time learning in this way - and i live in the "developed" world at
that! no? #wowochat
1 day ago

chadsansing: @dfrieze what i try to do in daily compromises w/
the systm is inspired by new forms & return to old forms in
outside youth orgs #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @happyseaurchin Wanna organise a loose
structure for Twitter-based learning? I'm sure many org's would
be interested, as so cheap. #wowochat
1 day ago

chadsansing: @trescolumnae & i wld also recommend Hersch's
_A Tribe Apart_ to consider successful stdnts' frustrations, lives
#wowochat
1 day ago

dfrieze: @chadsansing So good & necessary & beautiful to have
compassionate hospice work in schools! That, and more.
#wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: RT @happyseaurchin: [community is the sideeffect, not the goal?] more like we can't MAKE self-organizing
happen nor control it #wowochat
1 day ago

complexified: Afk for 10mins. #wowochat
1 day ago

william_dejean: @happyseaurchin @chadsansing #wowochat
very true!
1 day ago

chadsansing: @trescolumnae @OlsonKirsten's _Wounded By
School_ is a #mustread to see struggles, inner lives of successful
& unsuccessful stdnts #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @dfrieze @chadsansing Agree. Old system, if
dying, will die anyway; if it authentically works for some, it will
adapt & continue #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @hackofalltrades @complexified ...specific +
general can of course co-exist ;-) #complexity #wowochat
1 day ago

chadsansing: @dfrieze & my gig is hospice inside the system;
my energy goes to my work w/ ppl-stdnts & tchrs-not into
changing systm (so much) #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @chadsansing @dfrieze Agree - especially when I
talk to "successful" sts in current system & hear their sadness &
frustrations #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @aerindunford @complexified I guess my
thought was definitions would limit... sub-groups freely emerge,
but #WOWOchat wouldn't define groups
1 day ago

chadsansing: @happyseaurchin but global goals distract from
local problems & solutions; hard to help globally when needs
aren't met locally #wowochat
1 day ago

dfrieze: @chadsansing ...and more interested in putting energy
into building new forms, turning back on old #wowochat
1 day ago

schoolingworld: Thanks everybody! gotta go... #wowochat
1 day ago

complexified: @happyseaurchin what does income have to do

with the evolving of the #wowochat? Can you explain?
1 day ago

dfrieze: @chadsansing I get that, but concerned with wasting
energy on trying to change big intractable systems...
#wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: RT @hackofalltrades: interested in
experimenting w/ Twitter as self-directed organisational Learning
& Development? [yes, with £] #wowochat
1 day ago

intuitioncoach: RT @dfrieze: Starts in 35 min: #walkoutwalkon
chat: is it possible to create the new w/o engaging dominant
institutions? #wowochat bit.ly/O862LE
1 day ago

chadsansing: @dfrieze ...& that doing such work lifts us all, not
some; i struggle w/ idea that systm that is ok 4 some is good
enough 4 all #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @chadsansing Thanks, Chad! Extremely helpful
to have a list as a starting point #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @aerindunford Interesting... I think same
hashtag, diff weekly/bi-weekly themes; will be some overlap
between; boundaries melt :-) #wowochat
1 day ago

schoolingworld: Key value for network: appreciating "Two Loops"
or multiple pathways for change bit.ly/qv4eRy @coopcatalyst
#wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: RT @aerindunford: Im not sure if its possible to
*build* self-organized community [community is the side-effect,
not the goal?] #wowochat
1 day ago

chadsansing: @dfrieze my idea: ppl can find ways to do
community-based, inquiry- and prjct-based work for all in schsl
even if system won't... #wowochat
1 day ago

complexified: Agreed RT @aerindunford @hackofalltrades that's
interesting b/c just thinking that perhaps #wowochat would
become MORE specific not less
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @complexified: does it need to be clear now,
why were here & what we want to do? [if you have a secure
income, yes] #wowochat
1 day ago

chadsansing: @dfrieze also, what works for some in the system
is sometimes exactly what excluded others & precludes them
from meaningful work #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: RE: 'action', who's interested in experimenting
w/ Twitter as self-directed organisational Learning &
Development? #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: @happyseaurchin I'm not sure if its possible to
*build* self-organized community. maybe we can create
conditions 4 them 2 emerge. #wowochat
1 day ago

chadsansing: @dfrieze the danger of the system is that "does
work for some" precluded what might work for others or work
even better for some #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @chadsansing @william_dejean more authentic
work done in community doesnt hurt anyone [but it can distract
from global goals] #wowochat
1 day ago

complexified: #wowochat does it need to be clear now, why
we're here & what we want to do? Won't ideas emerge & attract
community of practice?
1 day ago

chadsansing: @trescolumnae opt-in tchrs, museums, media
centers, maker spaces, & youth orgs can work together in schl,
create stdnt/prnt demand #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: @hackofalltrades that's interesting b/c just
thinking that perhaps #walkoutwalkon chats would become
MORE specific not less #wowochat
1 day ago

chadsansing: @william_dejean ...the good news is that more
authentic, meaningful work done in community doesn't hurt
anyone #wowochat
1 day ago

chadsansing: @william_dejean successful stdnts in system are
often othered by system & succeed despite system, or else
privileged, so...#wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: Also think it's important to see & share examples
of real alternative educ communities like my new friends at
schoolatblairgrocery.blogspot.com #wowochat
1 day ago

chadsansing: @farrisberg Walk On, Walk Out
book/site/community/mvmnt launched #wowochat to help ppl
move on to new ways of doing/being/learning (right?)
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @trescolumnae @aerindunford
@hackofalltrades can we build self-organized community &
begin to put ideas into action? [aha! action] #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @aerindunford I think chats will gradually be
less thematic, as they'll emerge w/ overlaps becoming clear.
'#wowochat' becomes community.
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @aerindunford I think #wowochat #education
folk'll want to know other #walkoutwalkon-ers. Keep
hashtag,reg. themed chats,communities emerge?
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @hackofalltrades i noticed you :) and the
direction you take is definitely explorative and innovative and
worthwhile! #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @aerindunford @hackofalltrades I'd like to see
that too: can we build self-organized community & begin to put
ideas into action? #wowochat
1 day ago

dfrieze: @hackofalltrades That's exactly what @SwarajUni,
Unitierra and other self-directed learning communities are doing
- stewarding #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: provoke1: if we get "schooling" (as in flocking)
right, education could be the very edge of social change,
innovation (£) & wisdom #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: 'Could any1 have consciously directed me to
taking on the self-directed learning I've done? Or did they + I
didn't notice?' #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @aerindunford no idea, it was an observation :)
flocking is relatively easy - i like the idea we can evolve the
ability to migrate #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: @hackofalltrades what i'd like to c is what i wrote
in intro (bit.ly/O862LE) walk outs self-organizing in meaningful
ways #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: RT @aerindunford: @monk51295 letting go of
result my biggest unlearning paths @ this time [finding result
presently is mine:] #wowochat
1 day ago

monk51295: @aerindunford @happyseaurchin yet in reality
..simpler.. more natural.. perpetual beta from inside out
#wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: RT @dfrieze: @hackofalltrades what might that
look like? [requires moneyflow for me to make this kind of chat
sustainable] #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: @happyseaurchin can you say about what you
mean by "can we make this more effective?" #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @dfrieze Maybe a question is: 'what would
people like to happen w/ this new network after 8pm EST?'
#wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @complexified: evolution & agreement in
attractors... [iterations comes to mind, convergence and time]
#wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: @happyseaurchin @monk51295 just thinking
same thing "24/7 platform in head" overwhelms me (kinda like
tweetchat did just now) #wowochat
1 day ago

tonyhall: @monk51295 @aerindunford @happyseaurchin
maybe 'learning' having an 'afterwards' relates to a traditional
idea of 'learning' #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @happyseaurchin I really like how people not
currently involved in #wowochat get to see bits of it via our
tweets... opens new doors...
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @aerindunford @happyseaurchin @monk51295
Yes! It's one thing to begin with AN end in mind, another to
insist that's the ONLY end #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: RT @tonyhall: no teachers, no afterwards = we
continue learning #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @happyseaurchin @monk51295 @aerindunford
I think we are the 'result'...who knows what the people who met
via #wowochat will go on to do?
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @monk51295 @aerindunford 24/7, platform in
head [ah, my brain is too small alas:] #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: @happyseaurchin @monk51295 letting go of
attachment to result or outcome one of my biggest unlearning
paths @ this time #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @aerindunford: @happyseaurchin
@monk51295 always wonder how to keep learning going
afterwards [hence we need "result" during?] #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @dfrieze At some level it already has! Hard to
pin it to a specific future form, but new connections=new
emergent possibilities! #wowochat
1 day ago

CathStyles: Me too MT @hackofalltrades: Twitter's my best
source of learning in last 3–4yrs.
Info/debate/opportunity/synchronicity: all here! #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: (meta: interesting to feel effect of mentions in
thread ~ in/ex-clusion... much like flocking - can we make this
more effective?) #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @hackofalltrades @dfrieze True! Each of us is
part of many communities. Bringing all of them to the
conversation is powerful #wowochat
1 day ago

complexified: @dfrieze @hackofalltrades might look like this.
Alive and evolving. #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @complexified @aerindunford @happyseaurchin
@monk51295 So true! And that's why I think a "joyful
community" is so important #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @trescolumnae @dfrieze Just as we have many
identities,we have many communities.Bringing em together is
inherently a learning exp. #wowochat
1 day ago

dfrieze: @hackofalltrades suppose this social media inquiry
turned into a sustained network. what might that look like?
#wowochat
1 day ago

tonyhall: @aerindunford @happyseaurchin @monk51295>how
to keep learning going afterwards?< no teachers, no afterwards
= we continue learning #wowochat
1 day ago

brunogirin: @hackofalltrades @happyseaurchin This is why
teachers who can do that are the best ones #wowochat
1 day ago

complexified: @aerindunford @happyseaurchin @monk51295
sustaining learning & doing takes energy, evolution &
agreement in attractors. #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @aerindunford @happyseaurchin @monk51295
I think the formation of new networks helps keep learning going
after something like this #wowochat
1 day ago

monk51295: the reason for coming together binds #wowochat
1 day ago

monk51295: @happyseaurchin @aerindunford just like diversity
in people, we use diversity in spaces, 24/7, platform in head,
always connecting #wowochat
1 day ago

trescolumnae: @schoolingworld Yes! Multiple norm communities
overlapping ... that's really important. #wowochat
1 day ago

acuginotti: Lovely to be part of #wowochat - kudos to social
media, @aerindunford + @dfrieze and everyone connected bedtime in the UK ;)
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @happyseaurchin @brunogirin I agree at
times... but very hard to teach rules, while still teaching the
need to break them! ;-) #wowochat
1 day ago

aerindunford: @happyseaurchin @monk51295 in terms of any
learning spaces (online or off) I always wonder how to keep
learning going afterwards #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @brunogirin @hackofalltrades true :) and
something which i found comes more easily to children, is to
break invisible assumptions #wowochat
1 day ago

hackofalltrades: @trescolumnae @brunogirin Hip-hop is a
big,messy set of contradictions.Which have helped it engage so
widely: bit.ly/rneKx3 #wowochat
1 day ago

schoolingworld: @trescolumnae Hip hop norms: there can be
multiple norm communities overlapping, just as there are
multiple genres in music. #wowochat
1 day ago

happyseaurchin: @monk51295 sure :) but i find such
gatherings corrupt too easily to established powerlines, or just
meander and dissipate... #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @hackofalltrades @dfrieze Yes! Isn't it sad that
for many folks with 20th c mindset, "community" implies
"homogeneous"? #wowochat
2 days ago

brunogirin: @happyseaurchin @hackofalltrades it can, true; but
having some understanding of the rules helps break them in
interesting ways #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @schoolingworld @dfrieze A2 - Yes, avoid new
orthodoxies. I love your point about scaling ACROSS vs UP:
preserve & honor diversity #wowochat
2 days ago

schoolingworld: @dfrieze A2 Divergence / diversity: so all can
walk on to solutions that work. Some will be collaborative, some
solitary. #wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: @complexified "Power to!" Yes, that was the
distinction that I was looking for. I think @yeyoenoax knows
more about who wrote this #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @hackofalltrades @brunogirin Great point! There
aren't RULES in hip hop, exactly, but there are .. norms? or
shared expectations #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @funky_penguin prediction and summary in
what senses? #wowochat
2 days ago

brunogirin: @hackofalltrades trad education defo not perfect but
has its place as well, hence why I think you need a mix of both
#wowochat
2 days ago

monk51295: @happyseaurchin yes.. would love to do this on a
hangout.. video and talking - if not in person #wowochat
2 days ago

complexified: @acuginotti @aerindunford i often see distinctions
in "power over..." "power to..." #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @dfrieze #A2 Space for differences to bump
into eachother, w/out having to defend themselves, only to
experience each other. #wowochat
2 days ago

acuginotti: A2: If you are part of a community, you are always in
"immersed learning". Perhaps being part is a condition
#wowochat
2 days ago

gatherings4re: #wowochat chat: is it possible to create the new
w/o engaging dominant institutions? Great example of how
technology can foster gatherings
2 days ago

complexified: @schoolingworld @dfrieze re Q2 orthodoxies: can
we seek &/or define attractors & rule sets that motivate? Then
act/learn etc. #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: #a2 which is why i find it harder to understand
how eg twitter works... the feedback to generate a mutual
presence is beyond me... #wowochat
2 days ago

dfrieze: agree with @schoolingworld A2 It's essential to embrace
divergence & dissonance as we create collective learning spaces
#wowochat
2 days ago

monk51295: a2 - being known by someone, talking to yourself
every day #wowochat
2 days ago

acuginotti: @aerindunford I don't know... power to inspire? ;)
#wowochat
2 days ago

schoolingworld: @dfrieze Q2 #complexity: It's vital not to create
new orthodoxies. Different approaches work for different people /
cultures. #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @brunogirin I grew up in the hip hop world.Trad
education always dismissed our neglect for rules.Still impacted
millions of lives. #wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: @acuginotti: #A2: "no power over" ... as distinct
from another kind of power? #wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: @LloydDavis yes, using "social media' to help us learn
and support each other - in a #wowochat way!!
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: #a2 mutual presence... a shared listening...
respect... all these words... it is a live, concurrent happening
quality #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: A2 In vision statements for our projects, we said
"joyful learning community" that can "build something
meaningful together" #wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: @complexified .. links or resources that can help us
better understand the concepts?< yes, but can I get back to
you later on that #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: @brunogirin @hackofalltrades "...the ones who
understand them intimately" (not necessarily, leads to expertsyndrome...) #wowochat
2 days ago

brunogirin: @monk51295 @proactivepaul Agreed, I was never
able to learn by heart but was always able to learn when I
understood #wowochat
2 days ago

monk51295: q2 - spaces where there is nothing to prove
#wowochat
2 days ago

acuginotti: A2: I'd say that one condition is that whoever is there
decided to come - no power over #wowochat
2 days ago

complexified: A2: freedom to try & fail. Interconnection of ppl &
free flow of knowledge & info. Emergent shared purpose. Trust.
#wowochat
2 days ago

bridgetmck: Must abandon #wowochat to take coffee to
husband framing pics for Light Leaves @darkmtn exhibition for
several more hours.
2 days ago

aerindunford: RT @dfrieze #Q2: What conditions create space 4
collective learning to emerge? or "immersed learning" as
@happyseaurchin called it #wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: @LloydDavis #tuttle Friday? #wowochat
2 days ago

brunogirin: @hackofalltrades Yes but the people who break the
rules best are the ones who understand them intimately
#wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: RT @monk51295: facilitate curiosity from
within, no? (definitely! this is what drove my classes, and all
students respond!) #wowochat
2 days ago

monk51295: the more we gyrate back/forth, zoom out to
virtual/global, zoom in to local/personal - we become healthier like in #wowochat - fold onto
2 days ago

blueathena14: Alright, I'm off, but this was awesome! Thanks for

letting me join in! :) #wowochat
2 days ago

LloydDavis: #wowochat you're tickling my ego but I really need
to sleep, I had a very talky day, I'll try to look you over in the
morning :)
2 days ago

schoolingworld: @acuginotti Whether on the street or online,
real relationships can't occur where power relationships prevent
authentic behavior. #wowochat
2 days ago

dfrieze: @happyseaurchin Q2: What conditions create the space
for collective learning to emerge? #wowochat
2 days ago

monk51295: @acuginotti yes.. child in the city/country - colin
ward #wowochat
2 days ago

complexified: @aerindunford @tonyhall re social learning- have
you links or resources that can help us better understand the
concepts? #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @acuginotti Definitely! I've found social media
opens many new 'real world' relationships, @aerindunford
among them, via @dfrieze! #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: RT @bridgetmck: My thesis: learning is
accelerated when its fluid, contextual, social, domestic (my word
for it is "immersed") #wowochat
2 days ago

monk51295: plato.. knowledge which is acquired by compulsion
obtains no hold on the mind. facilitate curiosity from within, no?
#wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: @hackofalltrades walking the streets with cameras,
making pics, conversations, putting pics in 'public' space,
comments, reflect #wowochat
2 days ago

imhelenj: RT @aerindunford: interesting @LloydDavis and
#tuttle club (live socia media cafe) open spaces for learning, no
predefined agenda #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @aerindunford @schoolingworld A1 Good point!
Unschooling families are the prototype for walking out & walking
on re education #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: observation3: that is, the learning of our
tweetchat is a function of how much we align collectively during
this 4 hour period #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @acuginotti I think the 2 can compliment 1
another. The social web is much closer to the streets than most
school curriculum. #wowochat
2 days ago

acuginotti: Don't want to be anti-tech - wonderful projects - but
believe that real people interaction is what is lacking in formal
spaces #wowochat
2 days ago

bridgetmck: My thesis: learning is accelerated when it's fluid,
contextual, social, domestic (in sense of local, nurturing, not just
in house) #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: observation2: a measure of success in
conscious learning is how the object of thought and holding the
object of thought match #wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: @tonyhall does social learning relate to collective
intelligence? #wowochat
2 days ago

acuginotti: Why do we need social media for if we lack
participation, interaction, etc in formal institutions today. Why
not street learning? #wowochat
2 days ago

monk51295: and yes - no predefined agenda #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @tonyhall Did they share pics w/ a common tag
to tell their own stories/connect w/ others' stories? #wowochat
2 days ago

bridgetmck: I'm working on Learning Planet model: Praxis, Play,
Plurality, Paragogy, Planetary Purpose. The P's are accidental.
#wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: @schoolingworld Q1. i think the ideas of
UNSCHOOLING and UNLEARNING are very important in this
conversation. #wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: Social Learning - emphasises participation, group
interaction, and utilizing collaborative environments. #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: observation1: conscious learning involves the
object of thought, and the means of holding the object of
thought in mind #wowochat
2 days ago

monk51295: city as school #wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: @hackofalltrades started using Flickr around 2004 as a
support and social learning space with refugees and homeless
people. #wowochat
2 days ago

complexified: @proactivepaul and the fate of the 27? And you?
#wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: @tonyhall @happyseaurchin what is social
learning? #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @tonyhall How have you used Flickr for
learning, Tony? #wowochat
2 days ago

schoolingworld: Q1: Unschooling, apprenticeships, supporting
young people in moving in and out of schools as they need to.
School as one tool. #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @brunogirin ...Much has been created by
abandoning/not adopting the structures of language... or other
assumed ''building blocks' #wowochat
2 days ago

proactivepaul: @complexified i quit teaching #wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: @acuginotti Social Media tools changed the way I
approached Social Learning #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @brunogirin But raises question: how much do
even supposed core competencies like grammar whittle down
our #creativity? #wowochat
2 days ago

complexified: @proactivepaul was there a common factor in the
27? What did you do? What result? #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: RT @acuginotti: Dont share the big fuzz on
social media - really think people need spaces for real social
learning #wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: @proactivepaul ? 4 when u return: what makes u
think the other 27 didn't want to be learning? #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @bridgetmck Of course! That makes much
more sense! #wowochat
2 days ago

fraukeatschool: @cervus Just occurred to me you should be a
part of #wowochat on #education now, as well #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @trescolumnae It is! Yeah - finding that balance
is never easy, either in terms of structure design, or our own
individual input! #wowochat
2 days ago

acuginotti: Don't share the big fuzz on social media - really think
people need spaces and opportunities for real social learning
#wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: RT @aerindunford: #A1 interesting what @LloydDavis
is doing with #tuttle club open spaces for learning, no
predefined agenda #wowochat
2 days ago

proactivepaul: The only plus point in my short teaching career
were 17-18 year olds who chose to study and wanted to learn
database design #wowochat #rdbms
2 days ago

aerindunford: #A1 interesting what @LloydDavis is doing with
#tuttle club (live socia media cafe) open spaces for learning, no
predefined agenda #wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: @hackofalltrades in relation to Twitter and Social Media
- I've used Flickr as a social learning space (platform)
#wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: A1 (con) Have also been trying to get something
like this started tinyurl.com/tcschools - feeling very stuck &
frustrated #wowochat
2 days ago

blueathena14: @proactivepaul @complexified Experiments like
Lapis (practomime.com) and TresColumnae are awesome for
that problem! #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @tobyblume Just occurred to me you should be
a part of #wowochat, in light of your #freeschools experiment, if
around! bit.ly/PpNUcu
2 days ago

trescolumnae: A1 As I mentioned earlier, have developed
tconline.trescolumnae.com to encourage collaborative creation
vs consumption for learning #wowochat
2 days ago

complexified: @happyseaurchin yes, all the tweetchats i am on,
use the Q# A# convention. Much easier for thread response &
harvest. #wowochat :-)
2 days ago

proactivepaul: Need to go offline but final thought coming up
next #wowochat
2 days ago

fraukeatschool: A1: Hosting an intergenerational future learning
space at school + now walking back into the system 4 creation
of it at uni #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @dfrieze I'm also using Twitter to discuss ideas
I'm writing about... constant learning loop fr/ those interested to
engage... #A1 #wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: My biggest problem with a class is that they all wanted
to be taught ... rather the learn (to learn). #wowochat
2 days ago

acuginotti: A1 I guess I came to teach in a free school to see
how it all comes together if only comes who wants to come
#education #wowochat
2 days ago

complexified: A1: i work with doctoral community school psych
students, teaching #complexity & Sarason, to help new ways
form & emerge. #wowochat
2 days ago

brunogirin: @hackofalltrades Organic for phrases, expression,
tone of voice; preplanned for grammar rules, verb forms etc.
#wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: RT @hackofalltrades: Ive found Twitters been my best
source of learning in last 3-4yrs. Info/debate/synchronicity...all
here! #wowochat
2 days ago

proactivepaul: agreed @complexified my biggest prob in a class
of 30 was the 27 who didn't want to learn #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @farrisberg The story on #wowochat tweets is
here: bit.ly/PpNUcu :-)
2 days ago

tonyhall: dfrieze Q1: What experiments in #education are you
walking on to? #wowochat > "Learning Conversations" & Twitter
hackofalltrades #wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: @complexified: "R you using tags for Qs & As?
(Q1, Q2, A1, A2 etc.)" great idea let's try this! thx! #wowochat
2 days ago

complexified: Given high degree of #complexity in #edu, we
must acknowledge one way won't work for all. Need multiple
ways probing possibility #wowochat
2 days ago

farrisberg: @chadsansing digging your tweets with #wowochat.
What is this chat's purpose?
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: A1: paying for a time-period where people can
learn... thus inviting people to co-create without external
pressures #wowochat
2 days ago

lexschroeder: RT @dfrieze: Q1: What experiments in #education
are you walking on to? #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @dfrieze I'm playing w/ Twitter as 'self-directed
organisational learning + development tool'. #Q1 #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: I've found Twitter's been my best source of
learning in last 3-4yrs.
Info/debate/opportunities/synchronicity...all available here!
#wowochat
2 days ago

dfrieze: Q1: What experiments in #education are you walking on
to? #wowochat
2 days ago

complexified: RT @hackofalltrades: I'm guessing most
#wowochat folks will have seen @SirKenRobinson's 'Changing
#Education Paradigms' talk? youtu.be/zDZFcDGpL4U
2 days ago

lexschroeder: thank you all for letting me join briefly!
#wowochat will read transcript later, glad to connect
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: @complexified have you used such a system
before? #wowochat
2 days ago

william_dejean: I've been interested as to how social justice
connects to these conversations of learning #wowochat
williamdejean.com/index.php?opti…
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @hackofalltrades I think the conditions can be
created to foster organic learning. Find&honor learners'
passions&interests. Hard! #wowochat
2 days ago

dfrieze: Invitation from @trescolumnae for us to share "what
now?" Thoughts? #wowochat
2 days ago

complexified: @dfrieze hi .. Are you using tags for Qs & As? (Q1,
Q2, A1, A2 etc.) Harder to follow & harvest threads without
labels. #wowochat
2 days ago

lexschroeder: @nrothstein @siirimorley FYI you may be
interested in #wowochat, i have to leave now, but check it out!
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @dfrieze @chadsansing Good point. I've slowly &
sadly come to realize that I'm not aligned w that system. What
now? #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: (meta: perhaps we need to learn how to
communicate here and now using this hashtag better -- there's
a challenge for us!) #wowochat
2 days ago

lexschroeder: RT @schoolingworld: @monk51295 Power and
learning don't mix. Voluntary structure is not the same as
involuntary authority. #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: How much of learning can be preplanned? how
much happens organically? Is there a space between? If so,
when have you found it? #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @blueathena14 @aerindunford @chadsansing
Curious as well - what specific forces from outside can/should we
bring to bear, where? #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: RT @monk51295: Power and learning dont
mix. (agreed with this initially, but with any group, power
differential emerges) #wowochat
2 days ago

schoolingworld: @dfrieze Yes, then school becomes a voluntarily
chosen structure. No problem. #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @chadsansing Yes - it's important to bring that
out and name it for what it is. Hope you can drop back in later!
#wowochat
2 days ago

complexified: Is it possible to create the new without engaging
dominant institutions? -- Great question being explored now on
#wowochat
2 days ago

blueathena14: @trescolumnae @monk51295 Exactly--high
stakes testing world is not conductive to actually *earning to
USE material and knowledge. #wowochat
2 days ago

monk51295: RT @schoolingworld: @monk51295 Power and
learning don't mix. Voluntary structure is not the same as
involuntary authority. #wowochat
2 days ago

dfrieze: @chadsansing What would it be like to honor that
dominant system DOES work for some. Others can walk out
rather than take it on #wowochat
2 days ago

chadsansing: #wowochat...so much of what system "knows" re:
teaching, learning, kids, & results is skewed by biases
programmed into schl itself
2 days ago

complexified: Hi, late artiving. Bruce Waltuck, complexity in org
change person, perceiver of the emerging possible. Central NJ
#wowochat
2 days ago

schoolingworld: @chadsansing Involuntary ranking is not the
same as asked-for feedback. #wowochat
2 days ago

lexschroeder: RT @happyseaurchin: RT @tonyhall: Maybe the
dominant education system works very well for the system it
was/is designed for #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: RT @tonyhall: Maybe the dominant education
system works very well for the system it was/is designed for
#wowochat
2 days ago

blueathena14: @aerindunford @chadsansing Curious to hear
more about this!! :) #wowochat
2 days ago

schoolingworld: @monk51295 Power and learning don't mix.
Voluntary structure is not the same as involuntary authority.
#wowochat
2 days ago

bridgetmck: .@hackofalltrades Forgot to put #wowochat tag in
that reply. We don't really do lessons. More emergent projects or
opportune chats. #homeed
2 days ago

chadsansing: #wowochat gotta go, but will say that explicit
purpose of dominant ed systm is to sort kids by pretending
equal footing when there's none...
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: RT @lexschroeder: ive learned the most thru
relationships. classes/dialogues/events with trust as unifying
factor, not structure. #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @monk51295 Yes, compulsion is a big part of the
problem. Hard to build joyful community on foundation of "or
else" #wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: @chadsansing this suggests that you think we
might be able to shift the #education system from inside (w/
support fr outside)? #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @chadsansing Excellent idea! #wowochat
2 days ago

AnnaClare__: RT @hackofalltrades: I'm guessing most
#wowochat folks will have seen @SirKenRobinson's 'Changing
#Education Paradigms' talk? youtu.be/zDZFcDGpL4U
2 days ago

monk51295: perhaps our biggest hurdle is the compulsion
piece. if we could create gatherings that matter.. per choice..
#wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @tonyhall Good point! Systems, in general, are
aligned (if not designed) to produce the results they do
produce. #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @lexschroeder Have been thinking about that
quite a lot as well - would love your thoughts about this idea
tinyurl.com/tcschools #wowochat
2 days ago

lexschroeder: RT @hackofalltrades: I'm guessing most
#wowochat folks will have seen @SirKenRobinson's 'Changing
#Education Paradigms' talk? youtu.be/zDZFcDGpL4U
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: RT @tonyhall: Maybe the 'dominant' education
system works very well for the system it was/is designed for
#wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: Maybe the 'dominant' education system works very
well for the system it was/is designed for #wowochat
2 days ago

lexschroeder: thx @dfrieze. perhaps dominant educ system
struggles most w/looking @ problems. feels like all solutionsoriented thinking/plans. #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: I'm guessing most #wowochat folks will have
seen @SirKenRobinson's 'Changing #Education Paradigms' talk?
youtu.be/zDZFcDGpL4U
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @dfrieze It claims to prepare sts for "college &
career" but breaks its own promise. Proclaims opportunity but
crushes dreams. #wowochat
2 days ago

chadsansing: #wowochat a positive next step cld be for those
outside to help (gifts of time, exp?) enable folks inside to permit
themselves new practices
2 days ago

SusiOax: have to duck out now, but would be interested in
hearing any Steiner experiences #wowochat
2 days ago

monk51295: RT @acuginotti: @dfrieze First and most
importantly... it takes too much of the time of the child
#education #walkoutwalkon #wowochat
2 days ago

dfrieze: @happyseaurchin: (meta: not sure how useful it is to
retweet) Thx for tip. patience, listening, alignment seem key in
tweetchat #wowochat
2 days ago

blueathena14: @trescolumnae @proactivepaul Operation LAPIS
is similar to that model as well (practomime.com) #wowochat
2 days ago

curtisogden: RT @dfrieze: So, where do we see the dominant
#education system failing most? #walkoutwalkon #wowochat
2 days ago

lexschroeder: allowing for and nurturing BOTH of these things,
creating structures that support both #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @girloutwest Exactly! Hand, mind, and heart but industrial schools seem designed to separate the three.
#wowochat
2 days ago

lexschroeder: been thinking a lot about what how radical
independence & authentic community play a part in #education
/ shared learning #wowochat
2 days ago

acuginotti: @dfrieze First and most importantly... it takes too
much of the time of the child #education #walkoutwalkon
#wowochat
2 days ago

chadsansing: #wowochat neither system nor beneficiaries in US
public ed admit reality of better alternatives, but many ppl-even
inside-enact them
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @chadsansing Yes - good point - and do you
think it's getting harder or easier for those rebellions on the
inside to keep going? #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: A tough balance re: #education outside the
system is creating 'just enough' structures that encourage,
w/out imposing too much. #wowochat
2 days ago

blueathena14: @proactivepaul @trescolumnae Love it. My
friend's 4yr old has been raised speaking English and Latin. Her
Latin beats my HSers. #wowochat
2 days ago

lexschroeder: i've learned the most thru relationships built on
trust. classes/dialogues/events with trust as unifying factor, not
structure. #wowochat
2 days ago

dfrieze: So, where do we see the dominant #education system
failing most? #walkoutwalkon #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @proactivepaul @blueathena14 An excellent
model! My collaborators in tconline.trescolumnae.com designed
project to work that way #wowochat
2 days ago

schoolingworld: @acuginotti which of course is tedium. As
opposed to exploring problems, internalizing patterns, the way
artists & scientists do. #wowochat
2 days ago

yeyoenoax: Enjoying this so much! have to move, but comming
back in a bit! love all the contributions! #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: (meta: not sure how useful it is to retweet,
sorry to clog up your list... wish there was more versatility wrt
thread reading...) #wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: i think of it like a spiral. repeating, but moving up
or down at same time. reflecting on learning before moving 2
next cycle #wowochat
2 days ago

proactivepaul: Wife and I and 10 yr old were practising French
at home earlier this evening before next weeks holiday in France
#wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: RT @acuginotti: @schoolingworld And yet
others decide what the child has to repeat... how interesting is
that... #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @schoolingworld @aerindunford Yes! Quest for
novelty ("time to move on") is very foreign to small children
#wowochat
2 days ago

chadsansing: #wowochat tchrs & stdnts inside US public ed can
co-learn/follow inquiry, but it takes rebellion somewhere in
institution to sustain that2 days ago

proactivepaul: much of my current philosophy is immersion in
the subject guided by the parent @blueathena14
@trescolumnae #wowochat
2 days ago

girloutwest: #wowochat learning works best when hand, mind,
and heart all are engaged. Often it must touch my heart before
the others engage.
2 days ago

acuginotti: @schoolingworld And yet others decide what the
child has to repeat... how interesting is that... #wowochat
2 days ago

blueathena14: @trescolumnae It's scary what students focus
on. grade focus will get them nowhere in today's world, esp. if
they can't use it. #wowochat
2 days ago

yeyoenoax: Yes! training is the verb for schools, exploring and
trying better verbs for learning! #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @hackofalltrades @aerindunford Yes! Industrial
model is all about NOT "reinventing" & yet (irony!) survival
requires innovation #wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: Curiosity allowed me get 'back' into 'learning' outside
the classroom. #wowochat
2 days ago

william_dejean: @dfrieze #wowochat often the things I have
learned came from what didn't work. The most painful
experiences often became the gold.
2 days ago

aerindunford: @proactivepaul:Yes! I took french K-masters but
didn't learn b/c never lived in a francophone area. got Spanish in
3 yrs in Mexico #wowochat
2 days ago

acuginotti: So I guess my training was good at school - that kind
of learning. But creativity (and other things) are likely to be
blocked by #wowochat
2 days ago

schoolingworld: @aerindunford Children have a natural instinct
for repetition - drawing, reading, making - which school often
frustrates. #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @yeyoenoax Absolutely... and classrooms are
rarely very good for this... too predetermined for learning to
emerge. #wowochat
2 days ago

blueathena14: @proactivepaul @trescolumnae Exactly the
reason I teach Latin differently/try to push limits what our curr
says I can/should do. #wowochat
2 days ago

proactivepaul: @jobucks yes, and Oxbridge had 12 yr olds, only
because schools as we currently know them only existed from
early Victorian period #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @tonyhall @happyseaurchin Sad to see the way
the word "discipline" has changed meanings, from "what a
learner does" to ... #wowochat
2 days ago

yeyoenoax: but what school really try to "stick" in all of us is the
perpetuation of the sistem and the dependency on it
#wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: RT @tonyhall: @happyseaurchin > "discipline"
< one of the problems of school 'education' - but not necessarily
'learning' #wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: I equated 'learning' with 'education' in my early life and
rejected both the notion and the system of 'delivery'.
#wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @blueathena14 Yes - schools do a great job of
training students to focus on the grade, see learning as
secondary. #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @aerindunford It's true... yet so much of the
industrial models of #education + #work tell us not to 'reinvent
the wheel'! #wowochat
2 days ago

proactivepaul: @blueathena14 @trescolumnae I learnt more
French in 6 weeks in France aged 28 than in 3 years of school
aged 11-14 #wowochat
2 days ago

dfrieze: @william_dejean, welcome! ? we're exploring:
where/when/how have you learned something important? What
helped it to 'stick'? #wowochat
2 days ago

SusiOax: @acuginotti I totally agree. I am starting to feel it is at
the cost of creativity! But my knowledge has got me far too!
#wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @acuginotti Similarly, there are lots of things
school aims to 'teach' that just never stick, due to the
structures... #wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: I've learned important things when I've

experienced something again and again #wowochat
2 days ago

yeyoenoax: @hackofalltrades the best learnings i´ve had are
thoose that lead to a better understanding of the environment
around/inside me #wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: @happyseaurchin > "discipline" < one of the problems
of school 'education' - but not necessarily 'learning' #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @yeyoenoax Yes! Recapture wasn't really the
word I wanted. Regenerate, blending in good aspects of current
system. #wowochat
2 days ago

william_dejean: Good morning from Sydney #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: trying things in the field as much as possible...
i did this in formal education, and presence was the thing that
worked best #wowochat
2 days ago

blueathena14: @trescolumnae Cannot agree more. am a
language teacher, yet focus of teaching lang is still grade,not
how to use lang #wowochat
2 days ago

acuginotti: I learned things at school that I consider important but at what cost? #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @proactivepaul Good pt! 150 yrs=blip in human
history (hard for me to remember as American, easier since I
love&study ancient wld) #wowochat
2 days ago

SusiOax: @hackofalltrades Should have realised earlier
#wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @bridgetmck ...surely there's a way to
incorporate #wowochat in the lessons? ;-)
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: Dear #wowochat; where/when/how have you
learned something important? What helped it to 'stick'?
2 days ago

dfrieze: @tonyhall yes, we're still learning (w/o fear of failing)
how this works. we'll share a few provocative ?s + see where
convo goes #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: @tonyhall (meta: depends on how much selfdiscipline we have... how we align, listen to one another,
attempt to follow the thread) #wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: RT @bridgetmck: Watching #wowochat but too busy
right now home schooling to contribute much! #wowochat
2 days ago

yeyoenoax: @trescolumnae maybe regenerate better than
recapture, adapting to what is needed is key for learning 2b
usefull and not decoration #wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: tweetchat.com/room/wowochat works - school didn't
work for me, but was superb for my sisters - same school, same
teachers #wowochat
2 days ago

bridgetmck: Watching #wowochat but too busy right now home
schooling to contribute much!
2 days ago

proactivepaul: @trescolumnae it means that we are still in the
infant stage working out how to run 'schools', then adolescent
then mature stage #wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: I think there are some aspects of dominant,
modern #education system that are present at all levels.
#wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @blueathena14 Glad you're here! #wowochat
2 days ago

tonyhall: still trying to learn ... how/if tweetchat works for
me/you!? #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @SusiOax @aerindunford Yes! Grades become
the goal, and then fear of failing (& being judged a failure)
follows. #wowochat
2 days ago

dfrieze: @happyseaurchin @hackofalltrades Yes. open 2 all
levels, but we can specify if helpful #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @happyseaurchin I think #wowochat is open to
different levels/ages of non-systemic learning...is this fair to say?
Are we keen to blur them?
2 days ago

blueathena14: Bit late in, but I've been following and suddenly
don't feel crazy. Nice to have others say what you think!
#wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @proactivepaul Great point about the short
history of schools as we know them. As we walk out, can we
recapture the older models? #wowochat
2 days ago

SusiOax: @aerindunford Great point. Doing something different
you could fail, but in towing the line/ being average you get
good grades. #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @yeyoenoax Thank you for saying that! Yes, it's
really hard to get ego out of the way, both when sharing and
when asking #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @aerindunford @happyseaurchin @yeyoenoax
Yes, that's really important. Spent a.m. at mtg that was the
polar opposite of that! #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: what level of education are we talking about
here? teenage? graduate? professional? #wowochat
2 days ago

yeyoenoax: connecting experiences w/others for me, seems to
be crucial to make sense of what is learn! #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: Does any1 on #wowochat have experience of
the #p2p Peoples University project in #Haiti?
2 days ago

aerindunford: 1 of the things we can do is start to experiment
w/o fear of failing, but this fear is integrated into our
#educational syst. #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: RT @SusiOax: just starting to realise how much
my creativity as a writer was killed by English literature classes
#wowochat
2 days ago

SusiOax: just starting to realise how much my creativity as a
writer was killed by English literature classes #wowochat
2 days ago

proactivepaul: I was a teacher - I lasted 1 year #wowochat now
I'm a parent, lesson1 education starts @ home, lesson2 'schools'
have existed 4 only 150 yrs
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: ...Have been experimenting w/ my own learning
since, and w/ connecting those experiences w/ others, wherever
possible... #wowochat

2 days ago

trescolumnae: @yeyoenoax Yes! Encouraging learning vs
teaching was also where I started. Hard to do, though, in a
teaching-focused world #wowochat
2 days ago

yeyoenoax: but is hard noto repeat old patterns, and ego always
get in the middle of sharing what u know and asking for what u
r searching #wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: @trescolumnae @happyseaurchin @yeyoenoax
also important 2 notice + name conditions in which learning
bcomes more likely #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: I walked out at start of a degree w/scholarship.
Conflicted over how much I hated education system, but how
much I Loved learning. #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: although i thought the current system was
terrible, it had one thing going for it: it held a massive bank of
social capital! #wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @aerindunford I understand - both the staying
and the frustration. Can be a lonely & painful place. Necessary?
#wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: @happyseaurchin Have spent 20 years doing the
same (trying to reform from bottom up) - agree that p2p must
be a better way #wowochat
2 days ago

yeyoenoax: So i´ve tried to encourage learning instead of
teaching, that was a starting point in my deschooling process
#wowochat
2 days ago

trescolumnae: So glad to be here - sorry a bit late on a
thunderstorm-filled North Carolina afternoon #wowochat
2 days ago

yeyoenoax: I repeat to myself all the time the P.Freire line
"learning is about creating and exploring ideas, not to preach
them" #wowochat #wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: RT @acuginotti: Is it possible to create the new
without engaging dominant institutions? -- Great question being
explored now on #wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: sometimes feel more like a sell out, than a walk
out #wowochat
2 days ago

acuginotti: Is it possible to create the new without engaging
dominant institutions? -- Great question being explored now on
#wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: I stayed in grad school even when I learned that i
don't think most educational inst. are conducive for learning.
#wowochat
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: I think folks fr/ #hiphoped would have stuff to
contribute to #wowochat. @husslingtons's #HipHopGenius a
good start: bit.ly/rneKx3
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: tried to reform education from the bottom up
(failed of course :) and happy to consider a completely new p2p
approach #wowochat
2 days ago

monk51295: RT @dfrieze: Greetings #walkoutwalkon friends
and welcome to our FIRST ever #wowochat around walking out
and walking on in #education #wowochat
2 days ago

HeidiSiwak: #unplug12 Check out the Walk Out. Walk On. chat
on education. #wowochat walkoutwalkon.net/walking-out-on…
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: i did well at formal schooling, though i noticed
a lot of my peers didn't... so i went back to the institution as a
math teacher #wowochat
2 days ago

nbaker: RT @berkanainst: @cervus wanna connect w/ folks into
#education outside formal systems? #wowochat 4-8pmEST is 4
you: bit.ly/O862LE #walkoutwalkon
2 days ago

yeyoenoax: First time for me too! but there is always a starting
point. #wowochat #wowochat
2 days ago

dfrieze: Are you an #education Walk Out? How so?
#walkoutwalkon #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: RT @dfrieze: Greetings #walkoutwalkon friends
and welcome to our FIRST #wowochat around walking out and
walking on in #education #wowochat
2 days ago

dfrieze: Our pioneer voyage using this technology, so we
appreciate tips, ideas etc as we learn our way into selforganizing #walkoutwalkon #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: @tonyhall (certainly seems to be working on
my side -- first time i am using tweetchat) #wowochat
2 days ago

acuginotti: RT @hackofalltrades: About to jump into this
#wowochat! bit.ly/O862LE Global discussion of #education
outside of the education system! #walkoutwalkon
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: About to jump into this #wowochat!
bit.ly/O862LE Global discussion of #education outside of the
education system! #walkoutwalkon
2 days ago

dfrieze: Greetings #walkoutwalkon friends and welcome to our
FIRST ever #wowochat around walking out and walking on in
#education #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: @aerindunford definitely @yeyoenoax agreed
(meta: wondering how this discussion will evolve if keep
referring to individuals...) #wowochat
2 days ago

HeidiSiwak: RT @berkanainst: @cervus wanna connect w/ folks
into #education outside formal systems? #wowochat 4-8pmEST
is 4 you: bit.ly/O862LE #walkoutwalkon
2 days ago

HeidiSiwak: Walk out! Walk on! walkoutwalkon.net #wowochat
4-8 EST
2 days ago

tonyhall: checking if tweetchat.com/room/wowochat works /
makes sense in using here - Thinking 'Convivial Tools' at the
moment. #wowochat
2 days ago

berkanainst: @cervus wanna connect w/ folks into #education
outside formal systems? #wowochat 4-8pmEST is 4 you:
bit.ly/O862LE #walkoutwalkon
2 days ago

berkanainst: @kaospilots wanna connect w/ folks into
#education outside formal systems? #wowochat 4-8pmEST is 4
you: bit.ly/O862LE #walkoutwalkon
2 days ago

berkanainst: @lexschroeder wanna connect w/ folks into
#education outside formal systems? #wowochat 4-8pmEST is 4
U: bit.ly/O862LE #walkoutwalkon
2 days ago

berkanainst: @sakhinitinanita wanna connect w/ folks into
#education outside formal systems? #wowochat 4-8pmET is 4 U
bit.ly/O862LE #walkoutwalkon
2 days ago

yeyoenoax: more adaptable than scalable @happyseaurchin so
we don´t start to reproduce the prescription method
#wowochat #wowochat
2 days ago

berkanainst: @curtisogden wanna connect w/ folks into
#education outside formal systems? #wowochat 4-8pmEST is 4
you: bit.ly/O862LE #walkoutwalkon
2 days ago

berkanainst: @schoolingworld wanna connect w/ folks into
#education outside formal systems? #wowochat 4-8pmEST is 4
U bit.ly/O862LE #walkoutwalkon
2 days ago

aerindunford: @happyseaurchin @yeyoenoax also need 2 be
aware of the WAY we scale. #walkoutwalk on talks abt
#translocal & #scalingacross #wowochat
2 days ago

_lifewellspent: @happyseaurchin #wowochat can you give
details about "eg http"? my experience is structure can be
useful, but rigid rules counter spirit
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: @aerindunford exactly! and whatever solutions
we explore, they need to be scalable... illich has been around for
decades #wowochat
2 days ago

berkanainst: @SwarajUni wanna connect w/ folks into
#education outside formal systems? #wowochat 4-8pmEST is 4
you: bit.ly/O862LE #walkoutwalkon
2 days ago

tonyhall: @happyseaurchin Hi, it's 8.50 pm here in London,
going dark - enjoying evening meal - #wowochat may become
the dessert!
2 days ago

yeyoenoax: and while exploring new opts. we need to avoid
reproducing what we know is useless, how to learn without
prescriptions? #wowochat #wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: @happyseaurchin @_lifewellspent don't think its
abt syst. size, but kind self-organized syst. has container but
flexibility within #wowochat
2 days ago

yeyoenoax: Deschooling society gives great analisis of how
institutional schooling inhibit learning, but we must explore new
options#wowochat #wowochat
2 days ago

SoftKlay: @aerindunford i'll try to come back, and if not, I'd
really like to check the transcript!Tnx!Bye! #wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: @SoftKlay, we'll make the transcript available at
the end. it's happening 4 the next 4 hours, so check back in if
you can b4 7pm #wowochat
2 days ago

acuginotti: RT @dfrieze: Starts in 35 min: #walkoutwalkon chat:
is it possible to create the new w/o engaging dominant
institutions? #wowochat bit.ly/O862LE
2 days ago

SoftKlay: @aerindunford @yeyoenoax this is Claudio from
Oaxaca! so sad that I cant stay in wowochat: I have to get out of
home right now :( #wowochat
2 days ago

chadsansing: @sriii2000 right, or creative escape/avoidance of
influence, if that's possible; lots of contextual stuff to explore
#wowochat #nwp
2 days ago

aerindunford: @_lifewellspent already breaking the rules! love it!
let's go! #wowochat

2 days ago

aerindunford: @tonyhall @happyseaurchin yes 2 prechat
potential Deschooling Society: classic piece 4 unschoolers
thoughts, @yeyoenoax? #wowochat #wowochat
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: @_lifewellspent by system you mean the
externalised or disembodied structures? because eg http has
scaled well #wowochat
2 days ago

_lifewellspent: #wowochat goes to show that structure can serve
people; it's when systems get too large people serve the rules.
Where's the human moment?
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: noticed @tonyhall comment #wowochat and
wondered if there was any pre-chat potential...? looking forward
to seeing how this works on twitter
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: RT @dfrieze: Starts in 35 min: #walkoutwalkon
chat: is it possible to create the new w/o engaging dominant
institutions? #wowochat bit.ly/O862LE
2 days ago

_lifewellspent: #wowochat happy for a forum on Walking Out
from institutionalised learning, though my impulse is not to wait
til 4 to share that thought
2 days ago

chadsansing: check out the Walk Out, Walk On #wowochat
today from 4-8 PM ET; can we create something new without
engaging w/ dominant institutions?
2 days ago

berkanainst: RT @dfrieze: Starts in 35 min: #walkoutwalkon
chat: is it possible to create the new w/o engaging dominant
institutions? #wowochat bit.ly/O862LE
2 days ago

happyseaurchin: RT @MaryAnnReilly: @aleaness tonight from 4
to 8 p.m, EST walk out walk on twitter chat #wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: RT @dfrieze: Starts in 35 min: #walkoutwalkon
chat: is it possible to create the new w/o engaging dominant
institutions? #wowochat bit.ly/O862LE
2 days ago

dfrieze: Starts in 35 min: #walkoutwalkon chat: is it possible to
create the new w/o engaging dominant institutions? #wowochat
bit.ly/O862LE
2 days ago

tonyhall: Can I pop this in the #wowochat pot
davidtinapple.com/illich/1970_de… - a quick (re) read
2 days ago

MaryAnnReilly: @aleaness tonight from 4 to 8 p.m, EST walk out
walk on twitter chat #wowochat
2 days ago

MaryAnnReilly: @pammoran @monk51295 @annleaness
@catherinecronin @HeidiSiwak @marloft from 4 to 8 pm
tonight, EST, walk out walk on chat. #wowochat
2 days ago

yeyoenoax: Excited for today #walkoutwalkon Twitter chat on
#education +learning outside the system! Get involved! use
#wowochat to follow
2 days ago

dfrieze: RT @hackofalltrades: If you wanna connect w/ folks into
#education outside of formal systems, #wowochat, 4-8pmEST is
for you: walkoutwalkon.net/walking-out-on… #walkoutwalkon
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @husslington #Wowochat might be a good look
for #hiphoped folks more widely... would probably diversify the
convo there walkoutwalkon.net/walking-out-on…
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: If you wanna connect w/ folks into #education
outside of formal systems, #wowochat, 4-8pmEST is for you:
walkoutwalkon.net/walking-out-on… #walkoutwalkon
2 days ago

hackofalltrades: @husslington Ey yo!Today4-8pm,thought you'd
be interested in this TweetChat on #education outside the
system: walkoutwalkon.net/walking-out-on… #wowochat
2 days ago

fraukeatschool: #wowochat 2night. This will be interesting for
sure with me just walking back into the system now this fall ;-)
#wowochat
2 days ago

fraukeatschool: RT @aerindunford TODAY! #walkoutwalkon
TWEET CHAT from 4 - 8pm EST on walking out of failing
#education systems #wowochat #wowochat
2 days ago

aerindunford: TODAY! #walkoutwalkon TWEET CHAT from 4 8pm ET on walking out of failing #education systems & walking
on to build the new. use #wowochat
2 days ago

yeyoenoax: Join TODAY for #wowochat, tweet chat on walking
out of failing #education systems & walking on to build the new
bit.ly/O862LE
2 days ago

Aug 15, 2012 at 12:00am UTC
william_dejean: Join us for a #walkoutwalkon twitter chat
tomorrow #wowochat
2 days ago

william_dejean: RT @aerindunford: @william_dejean thinking of
you, the #wowochat will be from 6am - 10am YOUR TIME in
Sydney. Looking forward! #walkoutwalkon goes social
2 days ago

aerindunford: @educatedtodeath we're hosting a
#walkoutwalkon chat tomorrow on #education, 4 - 8pm ET
#wowochat learn more: bit.ly/O862LE
3 days ago

chadsansing: check it MT @aerindunford:…we're hosting a
#walkoutwalkon chat tomorrow on #education, 4 - 8pm ET
#wowochat learn more: bit.ly/O862LE
3 days ago

aerindunford: YAY! I'm so glad this got to you, @dloitz... I didn't
know your twitter handle. Can't wait! let's see what happens at
the #wowochat
3 days ago

aerindunford: @william_dejean thinking of you, the #wowochat
will be from 6am - 10am YOUR TIME in Sydney. Looking forward!
#walkoutwalkon goes social
3 days ago

aerindunford: Is it possible to create the new without engaging
dominant institutions? tweetchat on walking out + #education
Aug. 15, 4 - 8pm ET #wowochat
3 days ago

Aug 14, 2012 at 12:00am UTC
bridgetmck: @catlupton What is #wowochat about in a bigger
nutshell than just #education?
4 days ago

catlupton: @bridgetmck know you busy but this
#walkoutwalkon Twitter chat on education Weds may be of
interest walkoutwalkon.net/walking-out-on… hashtag
#wowochat
4 days ago

aerindunford: Make some NOISE! First #walkoutwalkon TWEET
CHAT on #education this Wednesday, Aug. 15, 4 - 8pmET.
#wowochat bit.ly/O862LE
4 days ago

Aug 12, 2012 at 12:00am UTC
Pamela_McLean: @hackofalltrades Thanx. Part sh'd be fine. How
connected are you with #walkoutwalkon #education
#wowochat! bit.ly/O862LE ?
6 days ago

hackofalltrades: @happyseaurchin ...will try to remind you.. I
know you'd have a lot to offer! #wowochat
6 days ago

hackofalltrades: @tonyhall thanks for RTing Tony... Maybe see
you online for #wowochat?
6 days ago

hackofalltrades: @Pamela_McLean cool! Glad to hear it! A bit late
by UK standards but look forward to connecting there!
#wowochat
6 days ago

Aug 11, 2012 at 12:00am UTC
hackofalltrades: Excited for next week's #walkoutwalkon Twitter
chat on #education +learning outside the system! Get involved!
walkoutwalkon.net/walking-out-on… #wowochat
6 days ago

Pamela_McLean: @hackofalltrades thanks for #walkoutwalkon
#education #wowochat! bit.ly/O862LE info - It's going straight
to my calendar
7 days ago

hackofalltrades: @aerindunford I think @tonyhall,
@happyseaurchin + @pamela_mclean will be into the
#walkoutwalkon #education #wowochat! bit.ly/O862LE
7 days ago

hackofalltrades: RT @aerindunford: @trescolumnae,
@yeyoenoax, @hackofalltrades, join us for 1st #walkoutwalkon
tweet chat on #education #wowochat 8/15/12 bit.ly/O862LE
7 days ago

Aug 10, 2012 at 8:12pm UTC

